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This pattern and tutorial allow you to create a reversible and size adjustable bucket hat for a growing 
child.

The TIMO pattern along with all other ATELIER MIMITO patterns, was 
designed for your child to grow into so you don’t have to update their 

wardrobe every few months as they grow.

RECOMMENDED FABRICS

From lightweight to heavy-weight linen, lyocell, silk noil, soft cotton shirting, cotton cheesecloth, cot-
ton voile, hemp, flannelette, corduroy, velvet, denim, any soft, natural woven fabrics with a good drape. 
Avoid fabrics that are too thick and too stiff.
You may choose to add wadding for a quilted look or interfacing to add stiffness to thin fabrics.
If you are not sure which fabric to use, look up the hashtag #timomimito 
on Instagram for inspiration.

FABRIC USAGE

1/4m of each fabric is enough to make one hat. 
This pattern is great to use remnant fabrics from other projects.

Please note: Make sure your fabric is washed before cutting. 

NOTIONS

- Fabrics / matching threads
- Tape/ribbon or shoe lace for the crown adjustment, roughly 1m (you can also make your own)
- Iron-on interfacing
- Fabric straps or elastic.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT SIZE

Sizes indicated on the pattern correspond to the head circumference in inches. 
The table below indicate the age of the child and is an indication only. 
It is recommanded to measure the child’s head circumference and choose the size closest to it.

Age 6 - 12 months 12 - 24 months 3 - 5 years 6 - 8 years 9 - 12 years
Head 18in

46cm
19in
48cm

20in
51cm

21in
53cm

22in
56cm

This hat is size adjustable due to the strap inserted inside the crown. 
It is recommend to pick one size up if you are sewing for a child so they have room to grow into it.
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PDF SEWING PATTERN AND TUTORIAL

Please note: This tutorial can be printed into an A5 booklet.
This pattern contains two files. A Print At Home file and a Copy Shop file. 

The Copy Shop file can be printed at any printing store onto a large piece of paper. It needs to be 
printed true to size at scale 100%. This specific file fit onto an A1 paper or US equivalent. Remember to 
measure the check square at the store before you go home to make sure your pattern has been printed 
correctly. The Copy Shop file is also suited for projector.

The Print At Home file can be printed at home with any standard printer at scale 100%. It contains 8 pag-
es that you need to assemble by cutting the margins and taping the pages together following the num-
bers indicated on each page. This file suits both A4 and US Letter printers.

GLOSSARY 

- Right and wrong side of the fabric: The right side is the side that shows on the outside of the garment 
and the wrong side will be on the inside. The following tutorial shows the wrong side of fabric in grey 
and the right side of fabric in white.
- Seam allowance: The distance between the line of stitching and the raw edge.
- Topstitching: A row of visible stitching on the right side of the fabric, running parallel to the seam.

VIDEO TUTORIAL
You will find a step by step video tutorial on my YouTube channel Atelier MIMITO.
This way you can sew as you watch and pause when needed. 
Remember to subscribe to my channel to find out of any updates or new tutorials.

PATTERN PIECES INVENTORY

You should have between 5 and 7 pieces in total depending on the design you choose to make. 

1 - Top (cut 1 main fabric, 1lining)                                     
2 - Crown (cut 2 main fabrics, 2 linings)                                          
3 - Brim (cut 2 main fabrics, 2 linings, 2 interfacings)         

SIDE OF FABRIC

 Right side        Lining        Wrong side  Interfacing
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